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Porapak Apichodilok/EyeEm/Getty Images Traditionally, of course, the list of birthday songs is headed by Happy Birthday to You, sung before blowing out the candles on the cake, but there are options. Here are 10 pop versions to help you celebrate your special day: John Pratt/Getty Images Birthday marked a return to more traditional
rock 'n' roll for the Beatles. He first appeared on The Beatles, commonly known as the White Album. John Lennon and Paul McCartney said it originated in the studio with 50/50 contributions from each. Birthday is played by countless radio stations to celebrate famous birthdays or birthdays of listeners. McCartney and Ringo Starr
performed the song together at New York's Radio City Music Hall to celebrate Starr's 70th birthday on July 7, 2010. Emma McIntyre/Getty Images Stevie Wonder recorded a Happy Birthday as part of a campaign to see Martin Luther King's birthday celebrated as a national holiday. This campaign was a success, and now the song is used
much more widely for other birthday celebrations. Although the song's success was limited to the United States, reaching only 70th place on the RCB chart and missing the pop chart, it was a no-2 hit in the UK and was performed by Wonder at the Diamond Jubilee Concert in honor of the Diamond Jubilee of the queen Elizabeth II in 2012.
The first official Martin Luther King Day took place on January 20, 1986. Miracle headlined a great concert in celebration. Redferns/Getty Images Altered Images was one of the most promising new wave acts in the UK in the early 1980s. The band broke into the U.S. dance chart with the song I Could Be Happy, but disbanded in 1983.
Producer Martin Rushent, best known for his work with Human League, Happy Birthday became the band's biggest hit in the UK, peaking at number two on the pop singles chart. The song appears on the soundtrack to the film Sixteen Candles and was covered by Ting Tings in 2008 on the hit children's TV show Yo Gabba Gabba! This
doo-wop classic is best known as the title song from the 1984 film 16 Candles, one of John Hughes' most popular films. It's the quintessence of a slow dance track for any 16th anniversary celebration. Crests took the original version of the song to number 2 on the pop singles chart. Stray cats recorded the cover of 16 Candles on the
soundtrack of the film. Redferns/Getty Images In case you need to wish a miserable birthday to a mortal enemy, the Smiths have your song. Unhappy Birthday was included in the band's latest studio album, Strangeways, Here We Come. The vocalist sings that he wants a miserable birthday, because you are evil and lying.
Redferns/Getty Images Neil Sedaka's classic Happy Birthday Sweet Sixteen is an uptempo choice for celebrating its 16th anniversary. The song hit the top 10 of the pop hit for Sedaki, his fourth song in the top 10. He followed that success by releasing Breaking Up Hard to Do, pop's first hit No.1, the following year. Year. Brekken/Getty
Images It's amazing no one thought about this kind of birthday song before Jeremih had a breakout pop smash about a sexy birthday celebration. It topped the RBC singles chart in 2009, went all the way to No. 4 pop, and was certified platinum for sale. Jeremy says the song is based on personal experience. Scott Dudelson/Getty Images
Katie Young was a promising teenage pop singer of the early 1960s. It's one of her top four top 40 pop hits with Innocents, the theme song for the sad birthday we all live on from time to time. Young has performed many times as part of the Oldies rock 'n' roll show, and in 2014 was inducted into the Doo-Wop Hall of Fame. Dave
Hogan/Getty Images Destiny's Child lets you know it's your birthday and you shouldn't do anything but lie down and enjoy it. This track is part of the band's self-titled first album, which also included the hit No. 3 No, No, No featuring Wyclef Jean. FilmMagic/Getty Images This single from Modern Minds and Pastimes, the second album by
the power pop group The Click Five, became a major pop hit in Asia, reaching No. 1 on the pop singles chart in the Philippines. The band is best known for the hit Just the Girl. As soon as I found out about a new site that lets you search for a song #1 on any date, I rushed to check on my birthday, the birthday of my husband and my son.
No shocking revelations for the best hits for me and my hubby (Jack and Diana, John Cougar Mellencamp and Don't You Want Me, by Human League, respectively), but the result I got for my child, Jeremy, made my jaw drop. My husband and I have been dating since we were 13. After a few months in a relationship, a few months longer
than most 13-year-olds in the past, people started snarkily asking us: When is the wedding? We had to close them somehow, so soon, we started responding from May 12, 2006. It was the date we chose mainly because we didn't have a couple of importants or holidays to celebrate from February to July, and partly because my magic
diary said it would be a special day. RELATED: Touching birthday letter to a girl with Down syndrome until we were old enough to get married, we called May 12 Happy Day, a holiday that we celebrated as twos with desserts, small gifts and wishing each other a Happy Happy Day (because Happy Day sounds silly). By the time Paul
suggested, it was May 2, 2006, just 10 days before our future wedding date. Alas, May 12, 2006 would not have been our wedding anniversary. Since May 12, 2008, when we wanted to tie the knot, it was Monday we decided against the wrath of our many working guests and to get hitched on Saturday, May 31, 2008. Happy day
celebrations have unfortunately shrunk since then, taking a back seat to our true wedding anniversary. Fast forward to September 2013, when I found out I was pregnant on May 21, 2014. I don't believe how close that was to Happy Day, but I knew that the first children were most likely later than early. I wanted a happy baby day anyway.
How special would it be if the somewhat arbitrary day that Paul and I chose as a special holiday 18 years ago turned out to be our child's birthday? RELATED: 8 beautiful photos that celebrate what real women look like after giving birth confident enough at 12:30 a.m. on May 12, 2014, cramps swirling around my stomach. I didn't know
that, but it was my first fight. A few hours later, the pain came back and I was sure I would be heading to the hospital that day. Twenty-two hours later, Jeremy Harrison arrived at 10.41pm on Happy Day (or indeed, Happy Night). It was an amazing coincidence, but it wasn't the only one. So what does all this have to do with the #1 song
generator? On Jeremy's birthday, I expected the biggest hit to be a tune from Taylor Swift or Katy Perry or even more likely from someone I've never heard of, because new motherhood makes it difficult to keep up with pop culture. But it turned out that #1 Jeremy's birthday was not just a song I learned; it also could not have been more
appropriate. It was Happy, Farrell. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io friends to make your birthday special. They may not shower you with expensive gifts, but their
presence makes the celebration complete. Also, your friends expect you to shower them with love and attention on their birthdays. On your friend's birthday, show your dear friend how much you care. As long as your surprise does not cause embarrassment, your friend will enjoy being surprised on his birthday. Surprise should not be
extravagant. You can throw a surprise birthday party with close friends. Your friend will be touched by your gesture, no matter how big or small. With a little investment, come up with creative birthday surprises. You can plan a treasure hunt for your friend, or picnic at her favorite holiday destination. You can even plan a special trip to a
rock concert. Or send her to a karaoke bar and dedicate a birthday song to your friend. Birthdays are a great excuse to catch up with friends. If your friend has moved to another part of the world, send birthday wishes via text messages or social networking sites. If you haven't been in touch with your childhood friends, surprise them by
sending them birthday wishes. Everyone loves to be remembered on their birthdays. Your birthday wish will be a pleasant surprise. Alternatively, you can use birthdays as the perfect excuse to make friends with someone. You want your gift to stand out in a bunch of gifts. Although it would be foolish to pockets and buy the most expensive
gifts, you can give your friend what you cherish. Or you can give her a handmade gift, such as an engraved headscarf or a personalized T-shirt. When choosing a birthday keep in mind your friend's preferences. If you are unable to make a choice, just give your friend a small birthday present written on it. Use these birthday quotes for
friends to add that magical touch. Larry Lorenzoni: Birthdays are good for you. Statistics show that the people who have the most live longer . Menachem Mendel Schneerson: Because time itself, like a spiral, something special happens on your birthday every year: the same energy that God put into you at birth is present again. Edna St.
Vincent Millay: My candle burns at both ends; it won't last all night. But, my enemies, and, oh, my friends; It gives a lovely light! Robert Brault: As a child, we want to be adults. In old age, we want to be children. It just seems like it would be great if we didn't have to celebrate our birthdays in chronological order. Chili Davis: Getting old is a
must; Growing up is optional. Oscar Wilde: Thirty-five is a very attractive age; London society is full of women who have their own free choice left thirty-five for years. E.W. Howe: Probably no man has ever had a friend who would not like him. Robert Brault: I appreciate a friend who finds time for me in his calendar, but I cherish a friend
who for me does not consult his calendar. Margaret Lee Run: Silence makes real conversations between friends. Not a saying, but never need to say what matters. John Leonard: It takes a long time to raise an old friend. Ralph Waldo Emerson: This is one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid with them. Barbara
Kingsolver: A friend who holds your hand and says he's wrongly made of more expensive things than someone who stays away. Elbert Hubbard: A friend is a man who knows everything about you and still loves you. Antoine de Saint-Exupery: Tender friendships, which a person refuses to part, leave a bite on the heart, but also a curious
sense of treasure somewhere buried. Jean-Paul Richter: Our birthdays are feathers in the wide wing of time. William Shakespeare: With fun and laughter let the old wrinkles come. Cherokee expression: When you were born, you cried, and the world rejoiced. Live your life so that when you die, the world cries and you rejoice. Bishop
Richard Cumberland: It's better to wear out than rust. John Lennon: Consider your life smiles, not tears, consider your age as friends, not years. W.K. Fields: Start every day with a smile and hang with it. Bob Hope: You know you get old when candles are more expensive than cake. Samuel Ullman: Years can wrinkle the skin, but give up
the enthusiasm of the wrinkles of the soul. William W. Purkey: You have to dance as if no one is looking, love, as if never hurt, sing as if no one was listening, and live as if it were heaven on earth. Marcus Susak: Sometimes people are beautiful. Not in appearance. There's nothing to it. Say. Just that they are. George Harrison: The whole
world is a birthday cake, so take a piece, but not too much. Mae West: You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough. Ralph Waldo Emerson: Laugh often and a lot; Win the respect of smart people and the love of children; to earn the appreciation of honest critics and tolerate the betrayal of false friends. Appreciate beauty; Find
the best in others Leave the world a little better whether a healthy child, a garden patch, or a redeemed social condition; know that even one life breathed easier because you lived. This should be successful. Ralph Waldo Emerson: It's not life expectancy, it's depth. Maya Angelou: May gratitude be the pillow on which you kneel to say your
night prayer. And may faith be the bridge you are building to overcome evil and welcome good. Martin Buxbaum: Some people, no matter how old they are, never lose their beauty - they just move it from their faces to their hearts. Elizabeth Cady Stanton: The rise of a woman's life is the shadow side of fifty. happy birthday song for my
best friend mp4 download. happy birthday song for my best friend mp4 free download
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